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Abstract Failures are increasingly threatening the efficiency of HPC
systems, and current projections of Exascale platforms indicate that roll-
back recovery, the most convenient method for providing fault tolerance
to general-purpose applications, reaches its own limits at such scales. One
of the reasons explaining this unnerving situation comes from the focus
that has been given to per-application completion time, rather than to
platform efficiency. In this paper, we discuss the case of uncoordinated
rollback recovery where the idle time spent waiting recovering processors
is used to progress a different, independent application from the sys-
tem batch queue. We then propose an extended model of uncoordinated
checkpointing that can discriminate between idle time and wasted com-
putation. We instantiate this model in a simulator to demonstrate that,
with this strategy, uncoordinated checkpointing per application comple-
tion time is unchanged, while it delivers near-perfect platform efficiency.

1 Introduction

The progress of many fields of research, in chemistry, biology, medicine, aerospace
and general engineering, is heavily dependent on the availability of ever increas-
ing computational capabilities. The High Performance Computing (HPC) com-
munity strives to fulfill these expectations, and for several decades, has embraced
parallel systems to increase computational capabilities. Although there is no
alternative technology in sight, the core logic of delivering more performance
through ever larger systems bears its own issues, and most notably declining re-
liability. In the projections issued by the International Exascale Software Project
(IESP) [1], even if individual components are expected to enjoy significant im-
provements in reliability, their number alone will drive the system Mean Time
Between Failures (MTBF) to plummet, entering a regime where failures are not
uncommon events, but a normal part of applications execution [2].

Coordinated rollback recovery, based on periodic, complete application check-
point, and complete restart upon failure, has been the most successful and usually
deployed failure mitigation strategy. Unfortunately, it appears that coordinated
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checkpoint/restart will suffer from unacceptable I/O overhead at the scale envi-
sioned for future systems, leading to poor overall efficiency barely competing with
replication [3]. In recent years, an alternative automatic rollback recovery tech-
nique, namely uncoordinated checkpointing with message logging [4], has received
a lot of attention [5,6]. The key idea of this approach is to avoid the rollback of pro-
cesses that have not been struck by failures, thereby reducing the amount of lost
computation that has to be re-executed, and possibly permitting overlap between
recovery and regular application progress.Unfortunately, under the reasonablehy-
pothesis of tightly coupled applications (themost common type, whose complexity
often compels automatic fault tolerance), processes that do not undergo rollback
have to wait for restarted processes to catch up before they can resume their own
progression, thereby spending as much time idling than they would have spent re-
executing work in a coordinated approach.

In this paper, we propose to consider the realistic case of an HPC system with
a queue of independent parallel jobs (from a single workflow, or even submit-
ted by different users). Instead of solely focusing on per-application completion
time, which is strongly challenged by numerous failures, the goal of such a sys-
tem is to complete as many useful computations as possible (while still retaining
reasonable per-application completion time). The proposed application deploy-
ment scheme addressed in this paper makes use of automatic, uncoordinated
checkpoint/restart. It overlaps idling time suffered by recovering applications,
by progress made on another application. This second application is loaded on
available resources, meanwhile uncoordinated rollback recovery is taking place on
the limited subset of the resources that needs to re-execute work after a failure.
Based on this strategy, we extend the model proposed in [7] to make a distinc-
tion between wasted computation and processor idle time. The waste incurred
by the individual application, and the total waste of the platform, are both ex-
pressed with the model, and we investigate the trade-offs between optimizing for
application efficiency or for platform efficiency.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an informal
statement of the problem. The strategy that targets platform efficiency is de-
scribed in Section 3. Section 4 presents the model and the scenarios used to
analyze the behavior of the application-centric and platform-centric scenarios.
Section 5 is devoted to a comprehensive set of simulations for relevant platform
and application case studies. Section 6 provides an overview of related work.
Finally we give some concluding remarks and hints for future work in Section 7.

2 Background and Problem Statement

Many approaches have been proposed to resolve the formidable threat that pro-
cess failures pose to both productivity and efficiency of HPC applications. Algo-
rithm Based Fault Tolerance [8], or Naturally Fault Tolerant Methods [9] promise
to deliver exceptional performance despite failures, by tailoring recovery actions
for each particular application. However, the use of intrinsic algorithmic prop-
erties is an application-specific solution that often entails excruciating software
engineering efforts, which makes it difficult to apply to production codes.
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In a sharp contrast, checkpoint/restart rollback recovery strategies can be
provided automatically, without modifications to the supported application. Al-
though the classical coordinated checkpoint approach seems to be reaching its
limits [3], recent optimizations and experimental studies outline that compelling
performance can be obtained from uncoordinated checkpointing [5,6]. Rollback
recovery protocols employ checkpoints to periodically save the state of a parallel
application, so that when a failure strikes some process, the application can be
restored into one of its former states. In a parallel application, the recovery line
is the state of the entire application after some processes have been restarted
from a checkpoint. Unfortunately, not all recovery lines are consistent (i.e. result
in a correct execution); in particular, recovery lines that separate the emission
and matching reception event of a message are problematic. The two main fam-
ilies of rollback recovery protocols differ mostly in the way they handle these
messages crossing the recovery line [4]. In the coordinated checkpoint approach,
a collection of checkpoints is constructed so that consistency threatening mes-
sages do not exist between checkpoints of the collection (using a coordination
algorithm). Since the checkpoint collection forms the only recovery line that is
guaranteed to be correct, all processes have to roll back simultaneously, even if
they are not faulty. As a result, the bulk amount of lost work is increased, and
the strategy is not optimal for a given number of failures. The non-coordinated
checkpoint approach avoids duplicating the work completed by non-faulty pro-
cesses. Checkpoints are taken independently, and only failed processes endure
rollback. Obviously, the resulting recovery line is not guaranteed to be correct
without the addition of supplementary state elements to resolve the issues posed
by crossing messages. Typically, message logging and event logging [4] store the
necessary state elements during the execution of the application. When a process
has to roll back to a checkpoint, it undergoes a managed, isolated re-execution,
where all non-deterministic event outcomes are forced according to the event log,
and messages from the past are served from the message log without rollback of
original senders.

Problem Statement: For typical HPC applications, which are often tightly cou-
pled, the ability of restarting only faulty processes (hence limiting duplicate
computation to a minimum) does not translate into great improvements of the
application completion time. This is illustrated in the instantiations of the model
that we recently proposed [7], which captures the intricacies of advanced unco-
ordinated recovery techniques. Despite being spared the overhead of executing
duplicate work, surviving processes quickly reach a synchronization point where
further progress depends on input from rollback processes. Since the recovered
processes have a significant amount of duplicate work to re-execute before they
can catch up with the general progress of the application, surviving processes
spend a significant amount of time idling; altogether, the overall application
completion time is only marginally improved. Yet, it is clear that, given the
availability of several independent jobs, idle time can be used to perform other
useful computations, thereby diminishing the wasted time experienced by the
platform as a whole.
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3 Strategy to Improve Platform Efficiency

In this paper, we propose a scheduling strategy that complements uncoordinated
rollback recovery, in order to decrease the waste of computing resources during
recovery periods. When a failure occurs (represented as a lightning bolt in Fig-
ure 1), a set of spare processes is used to execute the duplicate work of processes
that have to roll back to a checkpoint (R + ReExec). However, unlike regular
uncoordinated checkpoint, instead of remaining active and idling, the remainder
of the application is stopped, and flushed from memory to disk. The resulting
free resources are used to progress an independent application App2. When the
recovering processes have completed sufficient duplicate work, the supplemen-
tary application can be stopped (and its progress saved with a checkpoint); the
initial application can then be reloaded and its execution resumes normally. In
the next section, we propose an analytical model for this strategy, that permits to
compute the supplementary execution time for the initial application, together
with the total waste of computing resources endured by the platform. This model
extends on previous work [7], which considered only the impact on application
efficiency, and therefore let one of the key advantages of uncoordinated recovery
unaccounted for, in the (reasonable) hypothesis of tightly coupled applications.
We then use the model to investigate the appropriate checkpoint period, and
to predict adequate strategies that deliver low platform waste while preserving
application completion time.
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Fig. 1. The SPlat scenario: a deployment strategy that improves the efficiency of re-
source usage in the presence of failures

4 Model

In this section, we introduce the model used to investigate the performance
behavior of the proposed deployment scheme. We detail two execution scenarios:
a regular uncoordinated checkpoint deployment that uses the whole platform for
a single application; and the aforementioned approach that sacrifices a group of
processors as a spare dedicated to recovery of failed processors, but can use the
remainder of the platform to progress another application during a recovery. The
goal is to compare the waste – the fraction of time where resources are not used
to perform useful work. The minimum waste will be achieved for some optimal
checkpointing period, which will likely differ for each scenario.
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Table 1. Key model parameters

μp Platform MTBF
G or G + 1 Number of groups
T Length of period
W Work done every period
C Checkpoint time
D Downtime
R Restart (from checkpoint) time
α Slow-down execution factor when checkpointing
λ Slow-down execution factor due to message logging
β Increase rate of checkpoint size per work unit

Model Parameters and Notations. The model parameters and notations
are summarized in Table 1.
– The system employs a hierarchical rollback recovery protocol with message-

logging for protection against failures. The platform is therefore partitioned
into G + 1 processor1 groupsthat can recover independently. In the SPlat

scenario, one of these groups is used as a spare, while all G+1 participate to
the execution in the SApp scenario. We let Wasteapp(T ) denote the waste
induced by the SApp scenario with a checkpointing period of T , and T opt

app the

value of T that minimizes it. Similarly, We define Wasteplat(T ), T
opt
plat for

the SPlat scenario.
– Checkpoints are taken periodically, every T seconds. Hence, every period of

length T , we perform some useful work W and take a checkpoint of duration
C. Without loss of generality, we express W and T with the same unit: a
unit of work executed at full speed takes one second. However, there are two
factors that slow-down execution:
• During checkpointing, which lasts C seconds, we account for a slow-
down due to I/O operations, and only αC units of work are executed,
where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The case α = 0 corresponds to a fully blocking
checkpoint, while α = 1 corresponds to a fully overlapped checkpoint,
and all intermediate situations can be represented;

• Throughout the period, we account for a slow-down factor λ due to the
communication overhead induced by message logging. A typical value is
λ = 0.98 [5,6];

• Altogether, the amount of workW that is executed every period of length
T is

W = λ((T − C) + αC) = λ(T − (1− α)C) (1)

– We use D for the downtime and R for the time to restart from a checkpoint,
after a failure has struck. We assume that D ≤ C to avoid clumsy expres-
sions, and because it is always the case in practice. However, one can easily
extend the analysis to the case where D > C.

– Message logging has both a positive and a negative impact on performance:

1 Our approach is agnostic of the granularity of the processor, which can be either a
single CPU, or a multi-core processor, or any relevant computing entity.
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• During the recovery, inter-group messages entail no communication as
they are available from the message log, in local memory. This results
in a speed-up of the re-execution (up to twice as fast for some applica-
tions [10]), which is captured in the model by the ρ factor.

• Every inter-group message that has been logged since the last checkpoint
must be included in the current checkpoint. Consequently, the size of the
checkpoint increases with the amount of work per unit. To account for
this increase, we write the equation

C = C0(1 + βW ) (2)

The parameter C0 is the time needed to write this application footprint
onto stable storage, without message-logging. The parameter β quantifies
the increase in the checkpoint time resulting from the increase of the log
size per work unit (which is itself strongly tied to the communication to
computation ratio of the application).

– Combining Equations (1) and (2), we derive the final value of the checkpoint
time

C =
C0(1 + βλT )

1 + C0βλ(1 − α)
(3)

We point out that the same application is deployed on G groups instead of
G+ 1 in the SPlat scenario. As a consequence, when processor local storage
is available, C0 is increased by G+1

G in SPlat, compared to the SApp case.

Computing the Waste. The major objective of this paper is to compare
the minimum waste resulting from each scenario. Intuitively, the period T opt

app

(single application) will be smaller than the period T opt
plat (platform-oriented)

because the loss due to a failure is higher in the former scenario. In the latter
scenario, we lose a constant amount of time (due to switching applications)
instead of losing an average of half the checkpointing period in the first scenario.
We then aim at comparing the four values Wasteapp(T

opt
app), Wasteapp(T

opt
plat),

Wasteplat(T
opt
plat), and Wasteplat(T

opt
app), the later two values characterizing the

trade-off when using the optimal period of a scenario for the other one.
Let Tbase be the parallel execution time without any overhead (no check-

point, failure-free execution). The first source of overhead comes the rollback-
and-recovery protocol. Every period of length T , we perform some useful work
W (whose value is given by Equation (1)) and take a checkpoint. Checkpointing
induces an overhead, even if there is no failure, because not all the time is spent
computing: the fraction of useful time is W

T ≤ 1. The failure-free execution time

Tff is thus given by the equation W
T Tff = Tbase, which we rewrite as

(1−Wasteff )Tff = Tbase, where Wasteff =
T −W

T
(4)

Here Wasteff denotes the waste due to checkpointing and message logging
in a failure-free environment. Now, we compute the overhead due to failures.
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Failures strike every μp units of time in average, and for each of them, we lose
an amount of time tlost. The final execution time Tfinal is thus given by the
equation (1− tlost

μp
)Tfinal = Tff which we rewrite as

(1−Wastefail)Tfinal = Tff , where Wastefail =
tlost
μp

(5)

Here Wastefail denotes the waste due to failures. Combining Equations (4)
and (5), we derive that

(1−Wastefinal)Tfinal = Tbase (6)

Wastefinal = Wasteff +Wastefail −WasteffWastefail (7)

Here Wastefinal denotes the total waste during the execution, which we aim at
minimizing by finding the optimal value of the checkpointing period T . In the
following, we compute the values of Wastefinal for each scenario. The analysis
restricts to (at most) a single failure per checkpointing period. Simulation results
in Section 5 discuss the impact of this hypothesis (which, to that best of our
knowledge, is mandatory for a tractable mathematical analysis).

Scenario SApp. We have Wasteff = T−W
T = T−λ(T−(1−α)C)

T for both scenar-
ios but recall that we enroll G+1 groups in scenario SApp and only G groups in
in scenario SPlat, so that the value of C is not the same in Equation (3). Next,
we compute the value of Wastefail for the SApp scenario.

Wastefail =
1

μp

[
D + R+

T − C

T
× ReExec1 +

C

T
× ReExec2

]
(8)

where ReExec1 =
1

ρ

(
αC +

T − C

2

)
, ReExec2 =

1

ρ

(
αC + T − C +

C

2

)

First, D+R is the duration of the downtime and restart. Then we add the time
needed to re-execute the work that had already completed during the period,
and that has been lost due to the failure. The time spent re-executing lost work
is split into two terms, depending whether the failure strikes when a checkpoint
is taking place or not. ReExec1 is the term when no checkpoint was taking place
at the time of the failure; it is therefore weighted by (T−C)/T , the probability of
the failure striking within such a T −C timeframe. ReExec1 first includes the re-
execution of the work done in parallel with the last checkpoint (of initial duration
C), but no checkpoint activity happens during re-execution, so it takes only αC
time units. Then we re-execute the work done in the work-only area. On average,
the failure happens in the middle of the interval of length T −C, hence the time
lost has an expected value of T−C

2 . We finally account for the communication
speedup during re-execution by introducing the ρ factor. We derive the value of
ReExec2 with a similar reasoning, and weight it by the probability C/T of the
failure striking within a checkpoint interval. After simplification, we derive

Wastefail =
1

μp

(
D +R+

1

ρ

(
T

2
+ αC

))
(9)
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Scenario SPlat. In this scenario, the first G groups are computing for the
current application and are called regular groups. The last group is the spare
group. As already pointed out, this leads to modifying the value of C, and
hence the value of Wasteff . In addition, we also have to modify the value
of Tbase, which becomes G+1

G Tbase, to account for the fact that it takes more
time to produce the same work with fewer processors. We need to recompute
Wastefinal accordingly so that Equation (6) still holds and we derive:

(1−Wastefinal)Tfinal =
G+ 1

G
Tbase (10)

Wastefinal =
1

G+ 1
+

G

G+ 1

(
Wasteff +Wastefail −WasteffWastefail

)
(11)

We now proceed to the computation of Wastefail, which is intricate. See Fig-
ure 1 for an illustration:

– Assume that a fault occurs within group g. Let t1 be the time elapsed since
the completion of the last checkpoint. At that point, the amount of work
that is lost and should be re-executed is W1 = αC + t1. Then:
1. The faulty group (number g) is down during D seconds;
2. The spare group (number G + 1) takes over for the faulty group and

does the recovery from the previous checkpoint at time t1. It starts re-
executing the work until time t2 = t1+R+ReExec, when it has reached
the point of execution where the fault took place. Here ReExec denotes
the time needed to re-execute the work, and we have ReExec = W1

ρ ;
3. The remaining G − 1 groups checkpoint their current state while the

faulty group g takes its downtime (recall that D ≤ C);
4. At time t1 + C, the now free G groups load another application from

its last checkpoint, which takes L seconds, perform some computations
for this second application, and store their state to stable storage, which
takes S seconds. The amount of work for the second application is com-
puted so that the store operation completes exactly at time t2−R. Note
that it is possible to perform useful work for the second application only
if t2 − t1 = R+ReExec ≥ C + L+ S +R. Note that we did not assume
that L = C, nor that S = R, because the amount of data written and
read to stable storage may well vary from one application to another;

5. At time t2−R, the G groups excluding the faulty group start the recovery
for the first application, and at time t2 they are ready to resume the
execution of this first application together with the spare group: there
remains W −W1 units of work to execute to finish up the period. From
time t2 on, the faulty group becomes the spare group.

To simplify notations, let X = C + L+ S +R and Y = X −R. We rewrite the
condition t2 − t1 = R + ReExec ≥ X as ReExec ≥ Y , i.e., αC+t1

ρ ≥ Y . This is
equivalent to t1 ≥ Z, where Z = ρY − αC. So if t1 ≥ Z, the first G groups lose
X seconds, and otherwise they lose R + ReExec seconds. Since t1 is uniformly
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distributed over the period T , the first case happens with probability T−Z
T and

the second case with probability Z
T . As for the second case, the expectation of

t1 conditioned to t1 ≤ Z is E[t1|t1 ≤ Z] = Z
2 , hence the expectation of the

time lost is E[R + ReExec|t1 ≤ Z] = R + Y
2 + αC

2ρ . Altogether the formula for
Wastefail is:

Wastefail =
1

μp

(
T − Z

T
×X +

Z

T
× (R +

Y

2
+

αC

2ρ
)

)
(12)

– if the failure strikes during the first Z units of the period, which happens
with probability Z

T , there is not enough time to load the second application,
and the regular groups all waste E[R+ReExec|t1 ≤ Z] seconds in average

– if the failure strikes during the last T −Z units of the period, which happens
with probability T−Z

T , then the regular groups all waste X units of time,
and they perform some useful computation for the second application in the
remaining time that they have before the spare group catches up.

5 Results

We instantiated the proposed waste model with different scenarios. Due to lack
of space, we present here only two representative scenarios that illustrate the
proposed approach. Parameters are set in accordance to target system specifica-
tions, and using experimentally observed values for message logging cost. Details
for all parameters, as well as supplementary scenarios, consistent with the exam-
ples presented here, are available in the companion technical report [11]. The first
scenario shown in Fig. 2, instantiates the model with features of the K-Computer
([12]); the checkpoint growth rate (β) is set according to a matrix-matrix multi-
ply operation. The results present the waste from the platform perspective (green
lines) and from the application perspective (red lines). The optimal checkpoint
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period is computed by minimizing the model-computed waste. Because it is im-
possible to account for simultaneous failures in a closed-form formula, we then
simulate an execution according to the model, except that simultaneous fail-
ures are possible; we verify that the model prediction is accurate nonetheless by
comparing it with the best performing period obtained by sampling input peri-
ods in the simulator (dashed lines). Comparing the waste obtained when using
the model-predicted optimal checkpoint period versus the brute force obtained
period in the simulator reveals that the model slightly overestimate the waste,
due to optimizing for the case where no simultaneous failures happen. However,
general trends are respected, and the difference is under 7%.

When comparing the waste incurred on the application versus the waste of
platform resources, this figure demonstrates the huge benefit of introducing a
spare node (and loading a second application) on platform efficiency. Indeed,
while the application waste, due to I/O congestion at checkpoint time, starts
from a relatively high level when the component MTBF is very low (and thus
when the machine usability is low), the platform waste itself is almost negligible.

Figure 3 fixes the MTBF of a single component to 20 years, and study the
impact of choosing the optimal checkpoint interval so as to target either plat-
form efficiency, or application efficiency. To do so, we varied the checkpoint pe-
riod between the Application optimal value, and the Platform optimal value, as
given by the model. To illustrate the diversity of experiments we conducted, the
modeled system is one of the envisioned machines for Exascale systems [1] (the
“Fat” version, featuring heavy multicore nodes), and the modeled application
is a 2D-stencil application that fills up the system memory. Platform-optimal
checkpoint periods are much longer than application-optimal checkpoint periods
on the same machine, and both experiments exhibit a waste that increases when
using a checkpoint period far away from their optimal. However, because the
spare node is so much more beneficial to the general efficiency of the platform
than to the efficiency of the application, it is extremely beneficial to select the op-
timal application checkpoint interval: the performance of the platform remains
close to an efficiency of 1, while the waste of the application can be reduced
significantly.

6 Related Work

An alternative approach to accelerate uncoordinated rollback recovery, in the
Charm++ language, is to split and rebalance the re-execution [13]. For pro-
duction MPI codes, written in Fortran/C, accounting for the different data and
computation distribution during recovery periods entails an in depth rewrite
(which may be partially automated by compilation techniques [14]). Even when
such splitting is practical, the recovery workload is a small section of the appli-
cation that is stretched on all resources, which, in accordance with Gustafson
law [15], typically results in lower parallel efficiency at scale.

Overlapping downtime of programs blocked on I/O or memory accesses is
achieved by a wide range of hardware and software techniques that improve
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computational throughput (Hyper-threads [16], massive oversubscription in task
based systems [17], etc.) Interestingly, co-scheduling [18] can leverage checkpoint-
restart to improve communication/computation overlap. However, these have
seldom been considered to overcome the cost of rollback recovery itself. Further-
more, checkpoint-restart modeling tools to assess the effectiveness of compensa-
tion techniques have not been available yet; the work proposed here supersedes
previous models [19,7] in characterizing the difference in terms of platform effi-
ciency when multiple, independent applications must be completed.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed a deployment strategy that permits to overlap the idle time
created by recovery periods in uncoordinated rollback recovery with useful work
from another application. This opportunity is unique to uncoordinated rollback
recovery, since coordinated checkpointing requires the rollback of all processors,
hence generates a similar re-execution time, but without idle time. We designed
an accurate analytical model that captures the waste resulting from failures and
protection actions, both in terms of application runtime and resource usage.
The model results are compatible with experimentally observed behavior, and
simplifications to express the model as a closed formula introduce only a minimal
imprecision, that we have quantified through simulations.

The model has been used to investigate the effective benefit of the uncoor-
dinated checkpointing strategy to improve platform efficiency, even in the most
stringent assumptions of tightly coupled applications. Indeed, the efficiency of the
platform can be greatly improved, even when using the checkpointing period that
is the most amenable to minimizing application runtime. Finally, although repli-
cation (with a top efficiency of 50%) sometime delivers better per-application ef-
ficiency, we point out that a hierarchical checkpointing technique with dedicated
spare nodes, as the one proposed in this paper, is the only approach that can pro-
vide a global platform waste close to zero.

For future works, we notice that the spare group is left unused outside of
recovery period. Since the next activity on this group is a restart, it could be
employed to aggressively prefetch checkpoints. It could also execute compute
intensive yet accurate failure prediction models, to adapt checkpoint frequency
and prefetching according to sensed runtime hardware conditions.
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